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Abstract Muscle protein synthesis (MPS) is stimulated
by resistance exercise (RE) and is further stimulated by
protein ingestion. The summation of periods of RE-induced
increases in MPS can induce hypertrophy chronically. As
such, studying the response of MPS with resistance training
(RT) is informative, as adaptations in this process can
modulate muscle mass gain. Previous studies have shown
that the amplitude and duration of increases in MPS after
an acute bout of RE are modulated by an individual’s
training status. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the
initial responses of MPS to RE and nutrition are not correlated with subsequent hypertrophy. Thus, early acute
responses of MPS in the hours after RE, in an untrained
state, do not capture how MPS can affect RE-induced
muscle hypertrophy. The purpose of this review is provide
an in-depth understanding of the dynamic process of
muscle hypertrophy throughout RT by examining all of the
available data on MPS after RE and in different phases of
an RT programme. Analysis of the time course and the
overall response of MPS is critical to determine the potential protein accretion after an RE bout. Exercise-induced
increases in MPS are shorter lived and peak earlier in the
trained state than in the untrained state, resulting in a
smaller overall muscle protein synthetic response in the
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trained state. Thus, RT induces a dampening of the MPS
response, potentially limiting protein accretion, but when
this occurs remains unknown.

Key Points
Information on muscle protein synthesis increases in
the hours and days after resistance exercise, and at
different points in the training programme, would
allow a better understanding of muscle plasticity
throughout a resistance training programme.
The exercise-induced increase in mixed muscle
protein synthesis is longer lived and peaks later in
the untrained state than in the trained state, resulting
in greater overall muscle protein synthesis in the
untrained state, but moves towards a lower ‘per
workout’ synthetic response and lower protein
accretion.
For myofibrillar protein synthesis, there is a paucity
of data, but we can consider that the increases after
resistance exercise point to a qualitatively similar
response to that reported for mixed muscle protein
synthesis, indicating a greater potential for
myofibrillar protein accretion over time in an
untrained condition.

1 Introduction
Increases in skeletal muscle mass can be achieved through
resistance exercise (RE), which is a potent stimulator of
muscle protein synthesis (MPS) [1–8]. Repeated bouts of
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RE induce cumulative periods of positive net protein balance, which requires that the rate of MPS exceeds the rate
of muscle protein breakdown (MPB) [9]. Although it is not
unimportant, MPB changes with RE and feeding comparatively much less than MPS changes in response to RE
and nutrition [10], and MPB is not generally considered to
be a process that determines RE-induced hypertrophic
gains in muscle mass. Thus, in our view, changes in MPS
are the main factor driving the skeletal muscle anabolic
response after RE with feeding, promoting accretion of
proteins in skeletal muscle [11–13].
It has been demonstrated that acute changes in MPS
following RE [14–17] align, at least qualitatively (if not in
magnitude), with the hypertrophic outcomes due to chronic
resistance training (RT) [18–21]. For example, ingestion of
milk-based protein after RE promoted greater stimulation
of MPS than ingestion of soy-based protein [15], a finding
that aligned with long-term data from Hartman et al. [19],
demonstrating superior hypertrophy for individuals who
consumed milk compared with isoenergetic soy through
12 weeks of RE. In addition, it was shown that casein
protein was inferior to whey protein in stimulating MPS
after RE [16], which is in agreement with the hypertrophic
outcome of subjects supplemented with casein versus whey
after RE [20]. In two studies by West et al. [14, 18], investigating the role of endogenous anabolic hormones in
MPS and further in hypertrophy, the acute MPS measures
were congruent with the hypertrophic outcomes of the RT
study. Finally, it was demonstrated that both low- and highload RE are equally effective in stimulating MPS when
both are performed to fatigue [17]—findings that agree
well with hypertrophic outcomes after 10 weeks of RT
[21]. Thus, there are clear cases of agreement between
acute responses of MPS and RT-induced hypertrophy. We
propose, therefore, that the acute changes in MPS are
relevant in gaining insight into the potential for acute interventions to align with longer-term hypertrophic outcomes and thus that changes in MPS play an important role
in determining hypertrophy as a result of RT.
Despite the established importance of MPS in RT-induced hypertrophy, there are likely to be changes in the
response of MPS with repeated bouts of RE that would
preclude a strong relationship between MPS and skeletal
muscle hypertrophy. In fact, a recent study showed that
MPS responses following the same nutrition and exercise
stimulation, analysed within 6 h after the very first acute
bout of RE, were not correlated with muscle hypertrophy
after 16 weeks of RT [22]. Previous data, collected in the
fasted state, also indicated that measuring MPS for a few
hours one day after the first session of exercise does not
predict the long-term hypertrophic response after a training
period [23]. In addition, a very recent article [24] pointed
out that the relatively short time window used to assess
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MPS and the training-induced changes in MPS may not
capture enough of the individual variance in hypertrophy
that is attributable to changes in MPS. The result is a poor
correlation between the acute MPS response and the
chronic muscle hypertrophy outcome after RT in the same
individuals [22]. Firstly, analysis of MPS for only a few
hours after RE will not likely be enough to form a ‘picture’
of an individual’s muscle plasticity and capacity for hypertrophy with RT. This may be because the acute effect of
RE can last for at least 48 h [7, 8] or possibly longer [25].
Thus, longer time windows of MPS in the days, versus
hours, after the completion of RE may be more revealing in
understanding how each acute bout of RE impacts MPS.
Secondly, changes in MPS may adaptively vary rapidly as
the training status of an individual progresses [22, 23]. In
fact, several studies have demonstrated that the acute increase in MPS after a heavy RE bout is modulated by an
individual’s training status—untrained (UT) or resistancetrained (T) [1, 4–8, 26–28]. However, caution should be
exercised when comparing these studies, as the data were
obtained from different laboratories, from different muscle
groups (elbow flexors [5–7] versus knee extensors [8, 29]),
from different muscle protein fractions [1, 28] and at different time points. All of these variables can affect the
MPS response to an RE bout [6–9, 12, 30, 31], indicating
that our understanding of the actual effects of RT status on
MPS are currently incomplete. Thus, it is important to
understand how MPS responds in different training states
to provide a better understanding of the dynamic process of
muscle hypertrophy throughout RT.
It is also important to note, mainly when differences in
training status are considered [28], that some protocols
involve measurement of mixed MPS (which includes all
cellular proteins), whereas others measure myofibrillar
protein synthesis (MyoPS) [i.e. the rate of synthesis of the
contractile proteins that comprise *60 % of total muscle
proteins], and the subfractional synthetic rates are not in
complete agreement [17, 32]. Therefore, we need to examine in detail the studies that have reported time courses
and individual time points of MPS with differing protein
fractions (mixed and/or myofibrillar) and in different
training states (UT and T) to establish how MPS changes
with RT. Analysis of the time course and the overall response of MPS is critical to determine the potential for
protein accretion after an RE bout. Thus, the purpose of
this review is provide a better understanding of the changes
in the dynamic processes that contribute to muscle hypertrophy throughout RT, examining the available data on the
MPS time course after RE, in different phases of an RT
programme.
A literature search was performed in the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed database/Medline, Google
Scholar and ISI Web of Science (1976–2014), using the
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following keywords in various combinations: ‘trained’,
‘untrained’, ‘strength’, ‘resistance’, ‘skeletal muscle protein synthesis’, ‘protein synthetic rate’, ‘fractional synthetic rate’, ‘myofibrillar protein synthesis’ and ‘mixed
protein synthesis’. The titles and abstracts of the retrieved
studies were analysed, and those not relevant were discarded (i.e. those that were disease related, involved individuals older than 40 years of age, or involved drugs that
could affect the rate of MPS and/or MyoPS). To be included, the studies had to have used human participants
and had to have analysed MPS and/or MyoPS at rest and
following an acute bout of RE in the UT state, the T state or
both. The reference lists of the selected articles were
searched for additional references.

2 Direct Comparison Between Training States
for Muscle Protein Synthesis in Response
to Resistance Exercise
If the general principle regarding adaptation to stress applies, then muscle protein accretion ought to be progressively smaller as RT progresses [33, 34]. Thus, it seems
logical to expect an MPS response that would be either
smaller in amplitude and/or duration in response to an RE
bout in a T state compared with an UT state. Table 1
summarizes the available studies that have directly compared the MPS response in the UT and T states. We made
several observations on the data, when we examined them
in greater detail, that we propose are important. First, two
studies reported higher resting MPS in the T state than in
the UT state [26, 28], while other studies found no such
difference [4, 27] even when they analysed MyoPS [1, 28].
The elevated resting MPS reported in these studies [26, 28]
in the T state compared with the UT state is interesting, as
there was also an increase in basal MPB in the T state [26].
Thus, basal elevations in MPS and MPB in the T state
versus the UT state appear to reflect an augmentation of
protein turnover at rest and not necessarily increased
‘rested state’ protein accretion [26, 28]. This hypothesis
receives further support if one considers that even aerobic
training—a relatively less effective stimulus for inducing
muscle hypertrophy—also increases basal mixed MPS
levels [35, 36]. Second, acute elevations in MPS following
RE bouts (mainly over the first 24 h after RE) are very
consistent in the literature [1, 4, 8, 10, 26–28, 37] and align,
at least qualitatively, with the skeletal muscle hypertrophic
response to RT [14, 15, 18, 19]. Even though acute responses of MPS following RE are quite consistent, the
training status clearly affects the magnitude and the duration of these responses. In fact, analysis of the time course
and the overall response of MPS is critical to determine the
potential protein accretion after an RE bout.

In a cross-sectional study, Phillips et al. [27] demonstrated that UT subjects had higher mixed MPS rates than T
subjects (UT: *118 %; T: *49 %) 4 h after a bout of RE.
Longitudinal RT studies have shown the effects of changes
in training status on MPS after an RE bout, as the same
individuals were evaluated in both the UT and T states [1,
4, 26, 28]. Measuring MPS at an early time point after RE,
Phillips et al. [26] reported increases in fed-state mixed
MPS only in the UT state (*44 % at 5 h 45 min post-RE
bout). However, Tang et al. [4] observed that both T and
UT increased mixed MPS, with a greater increase in the T
state (*162 % at 4 h post-RE bout) than in the UT state
(*108 % at 4 h post-RE bout). It is important to emphasize that Phillips et al. [26] measured MPS after RE bouts
with the subjects having performed RE using the same
absolute workload in both training states, and they reported
a non-significant increase in MPS in the T state (*20 %).
The authors concluded that evaluating the subjects at the
same absolute workload was the only way to isolate how
training per se affected MPS; however, they acknowledged
that with their experimental design, the bout of RE required
a lot less effort in the T state (because of increased
strength) than in the UT state. Thus, the divergence in the
results from these two studies is likely due to the relative
load used in each exercise bout performed. While comparison using the same absolute load does allow identification of training effects in MPS, it does not mimic a realworld training scenario in which the relative training load
is usually increased, or at least maintained, as strength
gains are obtained. Thus, the use of the same relative
workload provides an applied or ‘real-world’ answer to the
question of how training status would affect the MPS
response.
In addition to training status affecting the MPS response,
there are also important considerations in terms of the
feeding state in which the measurements of MPS were
made. For example, Kim et al. [28] compared MPS responses after RE in UT and T muscle in the fasted state,
while Tang et al. [4] tested both training states in the fed
state. Kim et al. [28] reported that only in the UT state was
there a significant increase in mixed MPS 16 h after the RE
bout (UT leg: *132 %; T leg: *21 %). By comparison,
Tang et al. [4], as stated above, showed a greater increase
at 4 h in post-exercise MPS in the T state than in the UT
state, but later (at 28 h), the mixed MPS of the T state had
returned to resting levels (*14 %), while in the UT state,
the mixed MPS remained elevated (*70 %) compared
with baseline levels.
It is likely that not all proteins within skeletal muscle
would respond to the stimulus of RE. In fact, the synthetic
responses of different muscle protein subfractions may be
important in understanding how RE affects MPS. For example, a previous study showed that greater increases in
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Table 1 Studies that directly compared muscle protein synthetic responses after a resistance exercise bout between training states
Study

Subjects

Acute resistance exercise
bout effort/workload

Type of MPS
measure

Feeding status at the
moment of MPS
measurement

Phillips
et al.
[27]

6 T young subjects
(3 men, 3 women);
6 UT young subjects
(3 men, 3 women)

Same relative effort in T
and UT states

Mixed MPS

Fasted

Phillips
et al.
[26]

19 UT young men

Same absolute workload
in T and UT states

Mixed MPS

Kim et al.
[28]

8 UT young men

Same relative effort in T
and UT states

Mixed MPS
and MyoPS

Results

Rest: UT = T
4 h: UT rise, T rise, UT [ T

Fed (CHO, protein, fat)

Rest: UT \ T
5 h 45 min: UT rise, T no rise,
UT = T

Fasted

Mixed MPS:
Rest: UT \ T
16 h: UT rise, T no rise,
UT [ T
MyoPS:
Rest: UT = T
16 h: UT rise, T rise, UT = T

Tang et al.
[4]

10 UT young men

Same relative effort in T
and UT states

Mixed MPS

Fed (CHO, protein, fat)

Rest: UT = T
4 h: UT rise, T rise, UT \ T
28 h: UT rise, T no rise,
UT [ T

Wilkinson
et al. [1]

10 UT young men

Same relative effort in T
and UT states

MyoPS

Fed (CHO, protein, fat)

Rest: UT = T
4 h: UT rise, T rise, UT = T

CHO carbohydrate, MPS muscle protein synthesis, MyoPS myofibrillar protein synthesis, T resistance trained, UT untrained

mixed MPS post-RE occurred in the UT state, but similar
increases in MyoPS occurred in the UT and T states [28].
The authors speculated that in the UT state, when RE is a
novel stimulus, there is a larger disturbance of homeostasis,
which would initiate a non-specific signal stimulating the
rise in MPS of all protein subfractions [28]. Such a thesis
may account for the higher non-myofibrillar MPS response
in the UT state than in the T state. Wilkinson et al. [1]
demonstrated that responses in the UT state occurred in
both MyoPS and mitochondrial MPS post-RE, while in the
T state, there was an elevation in MyoPS only. Providing
additional support to the latter idea, the two studies that
compared MyoPS between training states (at 4 h post-RE
in the study by Wilkinson et al. [1] and at 16 h post-RE in
the study by Kim et al. [28]) demonstrated (statistically)
similar increases in MyoPS (UT: *67 %; T: *36 % [1],
and UT: *42 %; T: *44 % [28]). However, it is noteworthy that the increase in MyoPS was nearly 2-fold
greater in the UT state than in the T state [1], which
indicates that this topic requires further study.
Viewed collectively, the initial increase in MPS is less
pronounced in the UT state than in the T state; however, it
is longer lived and peaks later in the UT state. We speculate that each acute bout of RE modulates the MPS response as one moves from the UT state to the T state. The
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result would be a differential pattern of the increase in MPS
as RT progresses and, thus, a single measurement of MPS
in the UT state, prior to a programme of RT, would capture
little of an individual’s hypertrophic potential, as has been
shown [22, 23].

3 Acute Temporal Changes in Muscle Protein Synthesis
in Different Training States
In order to better understand acute temporal changes in
MPS, we constructed Fig. 1, with data compiled from Tang
et al. [4] and Kim et al. [28] (using only data that made the
comparison between training states directly), Yarasheski
et al. [3, 29], Roy et al. [38] and Phillips et al. [8] (who did
not directly perform a comparison between training states
but included other time points of analysis using knee extensor muscles). We also included one time point from
MacDougall et al. [7], even though the subjects in their
study employed the elbow flexors and not the knee extensors, which was the muscle group studied in the other
protocols. We chose to include the data from MacDougall
et al. [7], as it was the only study that assessed a late time
point after RE (36 h) in the T state. We acknowledge the
limitations of pooling data from different studies; however,
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Fig. 1 Time course of the increase in mixed muscle protein synthesis
(MPS) following a bout of resistance exercise in the untrained (UT)
and resistance-trained (T) states. The data were compiled from Tang
et al. [4], Kim et al. [28], Yarasheski et al. [3, 29], Roy et al. [38],
Phillips et al. [8] and MacDougall et al. [7]. Inset area under the curve
(AUC) for the percentage change in MPS from the UT and T curves,
expressed in arbitrary units (AU)

Fig. 2 Proposed time course of the increase in myofibrillar protein
synthesis (MyoPS) following a bout of resistance exercise in the
untrained (UT) and resistance-trained (T) states. The data were
compiled from Kim et al. [28] and Wilkinson et al. [1]. Inset area
under the curve (AUC) for the percentage change in MyoPS from the
UT and T curves, expressed in arbitrary units (AU)

we propose that in this case, it is instructive to use this
approach to determine differences in MPS kinetics between
training states, and to provide a better understanding of the
dynamicity involved in muscle adaptation with RT. As
Fig. 1 shows, the initial increase in mixed MPS is less
pronounced in the UT state than in the T state; however, it
is longer lived and peaks later in the UT state than in the T
state; a similar conclusion was reached previously [4].
The data shown in the inset of Fig. 1, showing the area
under the curve for MPS, suggest that increased mixed
MPS in the first 48 h after RE is approximately 3-fold
greater in the UT state than in the T state. Importantly, the
relatively transient nature of the response of MPS in the T
state compared with the UT state is congruent with the
attenuated capacity for hypertrophy observed in the former.
For example, Ahtiainen et al. [39] compared the quadriceps
femoris cross-sectional area following 21 weeks of heavy
RT in UT and T subjects. As expected, the T individuals
had a greater muscle cross-sectional area than the UT
subjects at baseline; however, after 21 weeks of RT, only
the UT group demonstrated significant hypertrophy, despite a significantly greater total volume of work performed
by the T group [39]. In that study [39], however, the
comparisons were made between highly trained subjects,
and an important (and currently unanswered) question is
when in an RT programme the muscle would become
‘refractory’ to an RE stimulus and show an attenuated MPS
response (Fig. 1).
Not only the training status of individuals but also other
variables can interfere in acute MPS responses and hypertrophic outcomes. For instance, differences in nutrition
[15, 16, 40], sleep [41], habitual physical activity [42, 43]

and genetic variations/polymorphisms [44–46] can modulate MPS and hypertrophic responses. Thus, it is plausible
to assume that it would be the integrated response of
summed RE bouts, nutrition, sleep, general activity and
genetic predisposition of free-living humans that would
yield a phenotypic outcome of RT. Nevertheless, to date,
studies have not adequately addressed these interactions,
and this represents a major limitation in identifying how
acute RE-induced alterations in MPS may qualitatively/
quantitatively predict training outcomes in free-living humans. Therefore, care should be taken in predicting a
chronic outcome based only on acute MPS responses to an
RE bout regardless of the training status of the individuals.
This can be further investigated, and maybe more
adequately answered, with use of a more integrative study
of MPS using, for example, the deuterated water method
[47–50], which allows analysis of MPS over days to weeks
after RE and does not interfere with daily activities, permitting an MPS analysis in free-living humans.
How MPS would change over the course of an RT
programme is not currently known; however, we hypothesize that RT would alter the pattern of change in MPS
specific to different protein fractions differently in individuals. Plainly, the response of MyoPS is more relevant
than mixed MPS, as myofibrillar proteins are the contractile proteins and may relate to the hypertrophic and functional outcomes that are most relevant to RT. Nevertheless,
estimating a precise time course of MyoPS in different
training states is problematic, as the data are scarce [1, 28].
The available studies that have compared MyoPS after RE
in subjects in different training states point to qualitatively
similar responses, as reported for mixed MPS, depicted in
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Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 2, there is a greater area under the
curve (*43 %) for MyoPS in the UT state, which would
seem to indicate a greater potential for myofibrillar protein
accretion over time, in comparison with the T state
(Fig. 2). Importantly, in neither of these studies had
MyoPS returned to resting levels; thus, in contrast to the
response of mixed MPS (Fig. 1), we are still unaware of
the exact time course of MyoPS in the T and UT states.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives
Exercise-induced increases in MPS are longer lived and
peak later in the UT state than in the T state, resulting in
greater overall MPS, and likely greater net protein accretion, in the UT state. This observation indicates that RT
must adaptively induce changes in processes that modulate
MPS, but these currently remain elusive. The responses of
MyoPS are even harder to predict, as there is a paucity of
data; however, the available evidence indicates that the
increases after RE point to responses that are qualitatively
similar to those reported for mixed MPS, indicating a
greater potential for protein accretion over time in the UT
state. We currently lack information on how MPS increases
in the days and weeks (as opposed to hours) after RE and at
different times during RT. This type of information would
allow a better understanding of how muscle plasticity
adapts throughout an RT programme. Specifically, the integrative response of MyoPS should be analysed at temporally distant time points, even days after the performance
of heavy RE. Utilization of deuterated water as a tracer
could serve this propose [48–50]. Also, to the best of our
knowledge, no study to date has tracked MyoPS at multiple
times throughout an extended training period; it is worth
highlighting that one study did it over a very short period
(i.e. 8 days [47]), which would seem to be important, as the
initial (6 h) MPS response does not correlate with hypertrophy. Thus, an analysis that captures the behaviour of
both variables (i.e. MPS integrative data and direct hypertrophic data) over a given training period may better
describe the dynamic process of muscle remodelling
through RT.
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